Response of dermal fibroblast cultures from patients with unusually severe responses to radiotherapy and from ataxia telangiectasia heterozygotes to fractionated radiation.
We examined the cytotoxic effects of radiation delivered in daily fractions at clinically relevant doses in plateau phase cultures of skin fibroblast cell strains derived from ataxia telangiectasia (AT) heterozygotes, patients with unusually sensitive responses to radiotherapy, apparently normal patients, and cell bank controls. A gradual linear reduction in surviving fraction versus total dose was observed in the control group, comprised of apparently normal individuals and one patient with a normal clinical response to radiotherapy, after exposure to daily fractions of 2.0 Gy. There was a much steeper decline in surviving fraction among the AT heterozygotes and the group with sensitive responses to radiotherapy, such that after six daily fractions of 2.0 Gy (12 Gy total dose), the mean surviving fraction of the control group was significantly different from that of the AT heterozygotes (P = 0.0009) and that of the patients with unusually sensitive responses to radiotherapy (P = 0.0002). We propose that this assay may be a useful means of identifying cell strains from AT heterozygotes. Based on these results, the hypothesis is discussed that patients who suffer unusually sensitive clinical reactions to radiotherapy may be AT heterozygotes.